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~Ihsrruci-~rhe IEEE 802.1 I Medium Access Control (MAC) 
protucol provides a contention-based distributed channel access 
mechanism for mobile stations to share the wireless medium, 
which may introduce a lot of collisions i n  ease of overloaded 
active stations. Slow Contention Window (CW) decrease scheme 
is a simple and efficient solution for this problem. In this paper, 
we use an analytical model to compare the slow CW decrease 
scheme t u  the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. Several parameters 
are invcrtigdted such as thc number of Svations, the initial CW 
size. the decrease factor value. the maximum bdckoff stage and 
the coexistence with the RequestToSend and ClearToSend 
(RlSICTS) mechanism. The results show that the slow CW 
decl-ease scheme can efficiently improve the throughput of IEEE 
802.11. a n d  that the throughput gain is higher when the 
-decrease hctor is larger. Moreover, the initial CW size and 
maximum backoff stage also affect tlie performance of slow CW 
decrease scheme. 
K q w i r d s  - I E E E  X02.11; DCF; slow CW decrease scheme; 
~ r s m s  
1. 1NIKOUlIC ' 'TION 
I n  recent years. IEEE 502.11 wireless LAN (WLAN) [ l ]  
has  emesged as one of the most deployed wireless access 
teclinologies all over the world. This technology provides 
people with a ubiquitous environment in offlces, hospitals, 
campuses. factories. airports and stock markets. The IEEE 
S02. I 1  standard provides both Medium Access Control 
(MAC) layer and the physical (PHY) layer specification for 
WLAN. IEEE S02.1 I MAC has defined two medium access 
coordination functions: the contention-based Distributed 
C ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ d i n u r i i ~ n  Fiinciio (DCF) and the contention-free based 
Poii7r Cooi.dii7arioii Firilcrion (PCF) [I] .  802.11 can operate 
both i n  DCF mode and PCF mode. Every 802.11 station 
should implement DCF mode. which is based on the Currier 
SL'nsi' Miilripl~~ Acro.s.s wiih Collision Avoidunce (CSMAICA) 
Iprntocnl [I] .  Unlike DCF. the imple'mentation of PCF is not 
mandatosy in the standard. In this paper, we limit our 
invesligation to tlie DCF and corresponding enhanced 
schemes. 
In the DCF scheme. all stations compete for the resources 
and cllannel with the same priorities. The number of 
collisions increases with the number of stations. Throughput 
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degradation and high delays are caused by the increasing time 
needed by contending stations to access the channel. 
Although the RequestToSend and ClearToSend (RTSICTS) 
scheme is known to provide better performance than basic 
access scheme in s a n e  cases [2], it induces a considerable 
overhead when packet size is small. Recently, IEEE 802. I I 
Task Group e (TGe) has been working on a new mechanism. 
the Enhunced Disiribiitrd Cooi-dination ,Function (EDCF), to 
enhance the performance of S02.11 DCF [4]. However, latest 
research works [8, 91 have shown that EDCF only reduces the 
internal collisions within a station. and external collisions 
between stations remain high i n  ad-hoc networks. This 
motivates the research on the slow Contention Window (CW) 
decrease scheme [9]. 
To analyze the performance of 802.11 DCF. [2] proposes 
an analytical model for the computation of 502.11 saturation 
throughput. This model makes the lbllowing assumptions: 
Ideal channel conditions (i.e. no hidden terminals and 
capture), a fixed number of stations and each mobile station 
always have packets to send. [?I extends this model further to 
consider the case of dynamic number of stations. The active 
stations are modeled with a Continuous Time Markov Chain 
Single Server Queue (CTMC-SSQ) process. [51 extends the 
model i n  [2] to considei the kame retansmission limits, 
which is specified in the 802.11 standard. [ G ]  analyzes tlie 
throughput and fairness issues of the DCF function 
concerning the effect of hidden terminals and captni-e. [7] 
uses a p-persistent protocol to study the maximum protocol 
capacity of 802.11. The authors i n  [7] claim that this method 
gives very close approximation of the 802.1 1 standard 
protocol if the average backoff interval is always the same. 
Unlike 802.1 1. they propose to compute the optimized 
contention window size that maximizes the channel 
utilization. But this scheme requires the knowledge of the 
number of active stations. whicli is difficult to obtain in real 
implementations. The SIGW CW decrease scheme i n  [O] is 
simpler than the one in [7], since it only requires multiplying 
the previous CW by a constant decrease factor to compote the 
new CW after successful transmission. Given that there are 
no analytical models to analyze the performance of slow CW 
decrease scheme, we present in this paper a Markov chain 
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tiiodi'l that allows this aiialysis. Our analytical model is based 
WI t l i r  one proposed i n  [?I. which has already proven good 
The resi of this paper is organized as follows. Section I I  
describes tlie slow CW decrease scheme briefly. Section 111 
iiet-i\,es oiir analytical model. Section IV shows the iiiiinerical 
r e s ~ i l i s  i f  rile model and analyzes the performance of the slow 
decrease scheme. Section V concludes the paper. 
~'c'tilrlnalic~ res1tlts. 
II. Sl.0" CW D M X  
111 a distributed S02.1 I DCF mode, a mobile station has 
iio knowledge of [lie number of other contending terminals. 
Tlius. tlic MAC layer adapts its CW to the current congestion 
iwel by doubling its CW upon each collision. and by resetting 
i t  upon each successfill transmission. Doubling the CW 
assi t ines iliiit each unsuccessful transmission indicates a high 
roiigestion level. On tlie contrary. when a iiode succeeds to 
tsaitstiiit a packer. it assunies the congestion level decreasing 
;iiid r e w s  iis CW size to its minimal value: CW,,,,,,. 
lklo~vever. when a transmission succeeds at a given CW, 
I l l i s  does not correspond to a congestion level decrease, but to 
ii co i i \w ien t  CW value. Therefore the CW value should be 
kept tlie Sanie as long as the congestion level remains the 
s:uiie. Normally, congestioii level is not likely to drop sharply. 
By resetting tlie CW to C a node takes the risk of 
csprriencing collisions and nsmissions until it reaches 
d i e  high CW value again. wastiiig time and channel 
bandwidth Although a "post" backoff. i.e. DIFS plus backoff 
hl transmission. is used in the standard to help 
r each successful ti-a~~sinissioii [ I ] ;  this is not 
enough 10 avoid collision. Slow CW decrease scheme 
pi-ovides a soiutioii to this prohlem. The main advantage of 
sIo\v CW decrease scheme is more collision avoidance during 
congeslion. which i-r~iilts in less collisions and 
r~ti~aiisiiiissions. and hence in a better throughput. The 
dis;id\,;intage is keeping high CW values when congestion 
level sharply drops. increasing the overhead and inaybe 
dectwnsing the throughput. The slow CW decrease scheme 
induces then a tradeoff between wastitig some backoff time 
atid I isking a collision following a packet transmission. 
[U] proposes three different slow CW decrease schemes: 
multiplicative CW decrease scheme, linear CW decrease 
sc11c111e and adaptive C W  decrease scheme. In this paper. we 
propose a hiiarkov tnodel to analyze the perforinaiice of the 
inultiplicative slow CW decrease scheme and we denote this 
scheme as SD scheme. Let S be tlie constant SIOW decrease 
iirctol- i n  the range of (0.1). The SD scheme studied in this 
paper is defined as follows: 
Cif,;,,,. = i i m  (CLU,,,,,,. 6 C!A',,ld), alter each successful 
ri-aiisiiiissioii. 
= 2 CL+',>lci. afrer each unsuccessfiii transmission. 
111. ANALYI'IC~\I. MODlil. OF SI.0W CW DECKt::\SC (SD) 
SCIIEME 
Our analysis is divided into two parts: First. we study the 
behavior of a single mobile station with a SD Markov model. 
and we compute the stationary probability T that tlie station 
transmits a packet in a randomly chosen slot time. This 
probability does not depend on the access mechanisms (with 
01- without RTS/CTS scheme). Second, by studying the events 
occurring within a slot time, we express the channel 
throughput as a function of T with and without RTS/CTS 
scheme. We get then a system of two equations that we solve 
for the channel throughput by getting rid ofr .  
ofpacker rmnsmission prohohilifj~ 
We make the same assumptions as [2]. A fixed nninbcr n 
of contending stations is considered and the transmission 
queue of each station is always nonempty. Each packet l ias to 
wait for a random backoff time decrement to zero before 
beiog transmitted. The slot time is defined as  n. a n d p  denotes 
the probability that a packet collides. A slot time is equal to 
real PHY slot time if no packets are traiisinitted. If a packet is 
transmitted, 0 is equal to the busy period until the channel is 
idle again. We define two stochastic processes to model the 
protocol behavior, see Fig. 1. First. h(t) represents the backoff 
counter of the time a station has to wait before i t  can 
transmit. This process has the range fioni 0 to the ciirreiit 
CW size. Another stochastic process s ( f )  is defined as the 
backoff stage at a different CW level. s ( f )  scales fiom 0 to 172. 
with N I  being the maximum C W  stage. 
-1 c __1 4.2 ,,>>, c /> 
Fig.1 Markov chain model for the SD scheme 
With these assumptions, the bi-dimensional stochastic 
process [ s ( f ) ,  h(r)j fulfills the properties of a homogenous 
discrete Markov chain. .The Markovian property does not 
hold for the process h(t)  alone. which is dependent oii the 
backoff stage history. For simplicity. we write W; instead of 
CkK and Wn instead of CPl<,,jn. Since the contention window 
doubles after each collision. we can write L,V, = 2' WO. where 0 
5 i < i n  The maximum backoffstage iu  is tlie value such that 
CW,,,,=2"' Wn. We suppose that the constant decrease factor 6 
has a power of two form 6=  1 / ( 2 ) .  where the constant factor 
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.I! is o positive integer with g>O. This choice of 6 limits the 
i i i imber ot' states of the Markov chain and simplifies the 
ailalvsis. without iiiipacting the results. Another reason for 
clioosinp 6 as power of two comes from implementatioii 
requireiiirnts. CurreiIt IEEE 802. I I contention window 
i ipdatiiiy :ilgorithms are implemented in hardware. where 
p c n ~ a  of two iiiultiplicative factors can be easily supported. 
Thus. t h e  iiew CW value when a packet is correctly 
tiaiisniittcd will be: 
= ii1ii.x. (ll',,. 6 I+;) = imx( W,. 2'~" W O )  = iiiiix( WO, K..s). 
Consider the transitioiis of the SD scheme between slot 
l i m e s .  Fig. 1 explains the behavior ofthe Markov chain. The 
only iio~i-iiiill one-step transition probabilities are: 
P ; I .  XI i. h i l i  = I. k t  [O.IV, - 21, i E [O.m] 
P (0.  XI i .  0 )  =(I - p ) /  W,,. k E  [O.W,- I], iE [O,y-I] 
P [j-g,  k /  i. 0: = ( 1  - p ) /  JVa k€ [O,K.;, -I], is k, m] 
P j i .  /< I i - I. 0: =pl  W,. k E [O. k6 - I] ,  i E [ I .  in] 
P ~ l l l . X ~ l ? l . 0 ; = p l W  ,,,. k E  [O,PK,,- l ] .  (1 )  
Tlie l i n t  equation in (I) accouiits for the fact that the 
backoff liiiicr has nor yet reached 0 and that i t  is decremented 
hy I at the begiiining of each slot time. The second and third 
r q i i ~ t i o ~ i s  are specific to tlie SD scheme. Tlie second equation 
a c c ~ i ~ i i t s  for tlie fact that when 6 W, is sinaller than WO. we 
resrl l l i  to kKl. and a new backoff is uniformly chosen i n  the 
i ~ i i g e  [O.  kV(, - I ] .  The third equatioii accounts for the fact 
tha t  when 6 f< is larger than WO. we decrease K. slowly to 
tlie n e w  value WP and we clioose the new backoff counter 
fiindonily in the range [O.  W,,]. The fourth and the fifth 
equations correspond to  the cases where a collision occurs. 
ILet = liiii P l s ( r )  = i.h(r) = /ii . i E  [O,  1711. k t  [0, PV-11, 
lie tlir stationary distribution of the chain. As the Markov 
Chain is ergodic. this distribution exists and is unique. First, 
w e  express all q.k as a tirncrion of then we m e  the 
iioriiialization equatioii to solve for z ~ . ~ .  and hence for all qk. 
From the Markov chain above. we can see that the 
incoming trafic to stage i from either stage ifs after a 
successfill transmission. or from stage i-l after a collision, is 
uiiifornily distributed oYer all possible backoff values at this 
gr. .4fterwards. t h e  counter is decremented by one and 
inally reaches state ( i .0). So. the stationary probability G , ~  is 
g i \ w  by: 
,-.-, 
~ , , , ~ ~ ~ 7 ~ . 1 . , , + ( l - p j ~ . ~  .,,. O<istti-g (2) 
JL,~, = y  q.,.,,, i1i-g C i < i n  
P 
11 &I.  I )  = ( I  - p )  X, ,O  4 G,,,,, = --IT ,,,- 
The lirst equation i n  (2) accounts for the fact that stage 0 
call oiily be reached from stage,j (j_<g) in the SD scheme, the 
slage i U' > g)  call not directly decrease to stage 0. The second 
equation i i i  (2) says that when 0 < i 5 in - g. there are two 
i = 111. 
1 - P  
different inputs: from the previous stage with collision 
probability p and from stage i + after a successful 
transmission with probability I-p. For i larger than IIZ-s. there 
will be 110 input from stage i + g, because i + g is bigger than 
the maximum stage number m. For i = ni. we fall into a 
special case, since after a collision the contention wiiidow 
remains at this stage. 
Now, according to the Markov cliain regularities. for each 
k [ l , W - l ] ,  ~ . ~ c a n  bewritten as: 
The ratio before the parenthesis accounts for the 
distribution ofprobabilities for each state iii a stage. When we 
move in a stage to the right, the state probability decreases by 
l/W(, since we do not get the input of the previous state in  the 
same stage. Froin there. we can obtain the irelation between 
and q,": q,k = [(W, - X)/ WJ q.,]. Using (2) .  we obtain tlie 
term on the right-hand side of the parenthesis in (3). By 
combining (2) and (3). one can compute all stationary 
probabilities as a hnction of  IT,.^ and p. In opposite to [2]. 
obtaining closed-form expressions does not seem possible. so 
we proceed by solving the system numerically with Matlab: 
first we solve formulas in  (2) to obtain E,," that are only 
dependent on +.o andp.  Then we plug them into ( 3 )  to obtain 
and p. q." is finally 
computed by using the normalization condition: 
that are only dependent on 
(4) 
Now we compute T ,  the probability that a station transmits 
in a slot time. This probability is simply tlie siini of 
probabilities of all (i,Oj states. 
i=O 
This expression of T is a function o fp ,  which is unknown. 
Let us assume independence of a l l  stations sharing the 
medium. i.e. the probability that a station encounters a 
contention is independent of the status of the other stations. 
All stations transmit packets in a slot time with the same 
probability T. Consider that a station transmits a packet iii a 
slot time. p is then the probability that at least one other 
station transmits a packet in  the same slot time: 
( 6 )  p =  1-(1 -r)'"~" 
We obtain therefoIe a non-linear system of ' t~o equations ( 5  j
and (6). that we can solve for p and T. This system certainly 
has a solution, since the expression of p as a function of T is 
continuously increasing with T. with 11 = 0 for r = 0 atid [I = I 
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for r = I .  A sufficient condition for this solution to be unique 
is tha t  the expression of r as a function of 11 given in ( 5 )  is 
conlinuously decreasing. Our numerical results in section IV 
sli~nv  hat a unique solutioii for our model always exists. 
B. r h l ~ l i l l ~ l I / ~ l i I  
Denote by S the normalized system throughput. which is 
deiined :IS the fiaction of time the channel is used to transmit 
p:iyloatis siiccessfiilly. Consider a random slot time. let P,, be 
tlic pi-obability that there is at least one transmission in this 
do1 time. and let P, be the probability of one successful 
rrmsmissioii given that there is at least one transmission. 
iir(1- r)''-' 
I -(I - S ) ) '  
Noterhat  P , ,= l - ( I - r )"and  P, = . Hence, 
whei-e T,  is the average time the channel is sensed busy 
hecause of a successful transmission. and T,, is the average 
time the channel is sensed busy by each station during a 
collision We use in our analysis the values of T, and T, 
cuinputed in [2]. Note that the throughput expression (7) does 
1101 specifL the access mechanism employed. To account for 
whether KIWCTS scheme is used or uot. we only need to 
siieci@ the corresponding values T, and T, [2]. 
IV. NUMEIII(:AL -\NAL.YSIS 
M'r use the Matlab loo1 lo solve our model for the 
ihroughput of the channel. The 502.11 WLAN system 
ipalaiii~'ters used i n  rhe model are reported in Table I .  We 
study the perlbrmance impact of the SD scheme on 802.1 1 
tliroughput for several system parameters, such as with or 
\\,itlimit RTSKTS mode. the number o f  stations. the CK,,i, 
value. the maximum backoff stage number 111. and the value 
of SD factor g .  Note that g=l ineans CW,,,, = 0.5 CWbld, 
which is the slowest decrease scheme we consider in this 
paper. Our numerical results show that in all cases, g=l 
achieves the best performance in terms of throughput. We 
validate this result with ns simulations and obtain a channel 
throuShput very close to what is predicted by our model. The 
results of the simulations are not included in this paper for 
lack of space. 
T A D L E  I SI'UIULAIIOS I 'ARAMETERS 
8184 bits 
272 hits 
P l l V  lhurdcr 128 bit\ 
IIIS I O U  hiistl ' l lY liradrr 
C I S  I I2  bils+PHY kradei 
Chiitiid bit rate 
I'wpngaties Delay 
Slot time ! 50 ps 
SlFS 2 x  ps 
! DlFS I 12xpr 
.4. IVirhorri RTS/CTS i~iechuiiisi?~ 
Fig. 2 shows tlie saturation throughput for standard 
802.1 I and for the SI) scheme. The figure reports six 
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different values for the number o f  stations n: 5 ,  IO ,  15, 20, 30 
and 50. We clearly see how the throughput decreases when n 
increases (more contention) and how the total throughput of 
the SD scheme is always higher than that of the basic 802.1 I 
access scheme, especially for the smallest value of g (g=l). 
For example, when n =50, the throughput gain of the SD 
sclieme over standard 802.11 is about 28% for ,y = I .  about 
I3"% for g=2, about 6% for g=3, and about I "A for g=5. 
0.51 " ' '  ' '  ' , 
Fig. 2 Saturation throughput for SD and 802. I 1 
5 10 I S  20 25 10 ss U 45 I O  
NYm*rO( Il"t,Onr 
Fig. 3 describes the impact of the initial CW size ( W,) on 
the SD scheme for different values of g.  We set the maximum 
number o f  backoff stages to 6, i.e. W,,,=2' W,. The initial CW 
size strongly affects the SD gain. For example. when n =50.  a 
high throughput gain (28%) is obtained with a small initial 
CW (Wn=8), and the gain decreases to 4% with a large initial 
CW size (W,=128). A large initial CW reduces tlie number of 
collisions, which makes the SD scheme less effective than the 
case when a small initial CW is used and the number of 
collisions is high. Tn,mp'ndCWmn~SD,n=io,m=6 
Fig. 3 Throughput gain vs. initial CW size 
To better understand the above results, we study the 
following two measures: 
i). The average number of idle slot times per successful 
transmission, which can he expressed as: (1 -e, )/(er< ) ; 
ii). The average channel time wasted in collisions per 
I successful transmission, which is expressed as: ?.(- - 1) 
p\ 
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the idle time and the collision time 
versus the number of stations, for the SD scheme with 5 
different values of g and for the 802.11 scheme when W,=X. 
We observe that the SD scheme slightly increases the idle 
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t i m e  bur signiticaiitly decreases the collision probability. For 
csaiiiple. wlieii 1i=15 and g=I. the idle channel time for the 
SO scheme is 0.6 slot times longer than 502.11, and the time 
wtsted i n  collisioii for the SD scheme is about 38 slot times 
shorter than S02.11. As mentioned in Section 11, the SD 
sclieme iiivoives a tradeoff between wasting some backoff 
time and risking a collision followed by the retransmission. 
,deT,"le.CWm,"=l.m=B 
2 2  
5 
2" ~ ~~ _~L-_LL.,-Ll 
5 10 15 20 25 30 31 A 0  45 io 
NlrmaotrDlonr 
Fig. 5 Cliannei time wasted in collisioii (Wo=8) 
B. With R T S K T S  iiirclioiiisnz 
Fig. 6 compares the SD throughput gain obtained with 
and without the use of the RTSiCTS mechanism The gain 
without RI'SICTS is nluch higher than when RTSKTS is 
used. This means that the SD scheme is more useful when the 
RTSiCTS is not used. The reason is that RTSKTS reduces 
h e  cnllisioii time to a small value, which makes the use of 
SD lcss effective since the collisioii time is alreadysmall. 
v. CONCI.USION 
This paper presents an analytical model for the slow CW 
decrease scheme, which has been proposed to improve the 
performance of the hasic IEEE 80?.11 MAC. Our.mode1 
takes into account the different parameters that affect the 
channel throughput, such as the number of mobile stations. 
the initial CW size, the decrease factor value, the maximum 
number of backoff stages and the use of RTSKTS. The 
numerical results we obtained show that the Slow CW 
Decrease (SD) scheme improves the throughput of IEEE 
802.11 in all cases, especially when the number of stations is 
large. Another finding is that the SD scheme significantly 
increases the throughput of basic CSMAKA mode when 
using a large decrease factor (e.g. &0.5), while it is not very 
helphl when the RTSKTS mode is used since the collision 
time is small with RTSKTS. In addition, the initial CW size 
and the maximum backoff stage also affect the performance 
of the SD scheme and the gain in throughput. Future work 
will include the modeling analysis of the SD scheme with the 
effect of hidden terminals, and the impact of the SD scheme 
011 fairness issues. 
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